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IMPROVEMENT PROCESS OF COMMERCIAL PROJECT PLANNING IN PT SINARWIJAYA EKAPRATISTA

During the process of the professional Work at PT. SINARWIJAYA EKAPRATISTA takes place, praktikan work under the training of the Technical Planning Sect. Head During professional work, praktikan is given the opportunity to take part in examining work drawings which will later be built in the Banjar Wijaya area.
Located in Ruko Azores Blok 7C No 6,7,8 Jl KH. Hasyim Ashari Km. 2 Cipondoh Tangerang 15141. PT. SINARWIJAYA EKAPRATISTA one of the leading Real Estate companies in the capital region, especially in the Tangerang area. With its success in developing the Banjar Wijaya housing area. In 2015 established a cattleya cluster and a viola cluster in the Banjar Wijaya area. Then in 2016 the Alden cluster will be established, later it will be followed by the construction of the Hazel, Malberry, Anigre, Italy and Modern Market clusters, so that in total this area has eight clusters and one Modern Market later. Professional Work is carried out from 17 June 2019 to 23 August 2019.
Activities carried out praktikan during Profession Work: Inspection of work drawings and revise deficiencies in work drawings.
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